Bus stop 70 – Darwin City
Returning to Cavenagh Street

Dear stakeholder,

Bus stop 70 in Darwin City is moving back to Cavenagh Street.

The bus stop was temporarily moved to Smith Street during the construction of Garramilla Boulevard.

As part of this relocation, the Northern Territory’s first ‘B light’ will be installed on the Cavenagh Street and Garramilla Boulevard intersection traffic lights for a safer and smoother traffic flow.

Two new electronic timetables will also be installed at the Cavenagh Street bus stop, providing interactive and real time information for passengers.

**Construction**

Works will commence on Cavenagh Street 17 August 2020.

Traffic management will be in place during construction and all efforts will be made to minimise disruption where possible.

The bus stop on Smith Street will continue to be used until works on Cavenagh Street are complete.

**Timetable and route changes**

Changes to timetables and routes will commence after construction.

Buses will enter the city via Daly and Mitchell Streets, travel through to the interchange on Harry Chan Avenue, then exit the city via Cavenagh Street through Daly Street. Please refer to the attached map.

There will be minor changes to timetables across the wider Darwin and Palmerston network. School bus services will stop at St. Mary’s Catholic Primary School bus stop, with urban services stopping at the St. Mary’s stop by “Hail and Ride” when required.

Some Monday to Friday services will experience slight changes to departure times (1-2 minutes later) to prevent congestion at the Cavenagh Street stop. Weekend services will remain the same.


**Contact**

We will keep you informed as works progress.

For more information about this project, please visit [dipl.nt.gov.au](http://dipl.nt.gov.au).

You can also keep up to date by following NT Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics on [Facebook](http://Facebook).